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Abstract- Chronic disease is linked to patient’s’ lifestyle. Therefore, doctor has to monitor his/her patient over time. This may involve 

reviewing many reports taken over short and long periods. Computer applications made it possible to visualize these reports on 

single displayer such as a timeline-based visualization tool. However, there is a limitation of studying the diabetes patient’s history to 

find out what was the cause of the current development in patient’s condition. In this paper, we propose a workflow system which 

uses the Grid-based Interactive Diabetes System (GIDS) to support diabetes analysis. Technically, the workflow uses an 

agglomerative clustering algorithm as clustering correlation algorithm which reduces the revision of long reports and focus on vital 

incidences. However, if doctor demands to review the full reports, the workflow displays the original reports. Through basic 

evaluation experiment, we were able to demonstrate the usability of the system as chronic patient’s multi visualizer. 

Keywords- Bioinformatics; Chronological Clustering; Grid Computing; Diabetes; Problem Solving Environment; Timeline 

Visualization 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Computer aided tools such as Computer Aided Detection/Diagnosis (called CADe or CADx) differ according to the disease 

itself and patient’s conditions. For example, diabetes requires continuous monitoring on patient’s blood sugar. Self-check tools 

such as ACCU-CHEK used by patients in a daily basis are capable of uploading recorded data to medical repository online. 

Moreover, diabetes may need the observation of other conditions such as heart, fat, cholesterol and Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging (MRI). Each one of these conditions needs an appropriate application tool. Combining these tools has led us to what is 

called nowadays e-healthcare. After screening the outcome from these application tools, a medical doctor would precisely 

identify the cause of the current patient’s condition. Although a medical doctor has the knowledge and the necessary analysis 

processes for any type of diseases, it is complex task to a human to combine and evaluate all application tools outcome. In 

addition, the historical analysis of a chronic disease patient is essential and without the assistance from computer machine it is 

difficult. Therefore, the crucial problem in e-healthcare systems is not only the integration of application tools but the 

intelligent visualization for these outcomes. 

In literature, there are many proposed approaches undertook chronic diseases visualization as a main focus of the e-

healthcare system. One approach is patient data visualization; which is integrating patient’s history into single viewer as in [1-

3]. For example, Bui et al. [1] tried to visualize patient’s history in a problem centric optimizer, where a TimeLine based 

visualization tool has been developed for that purpose. Using the TimeLine tool, medical doctor is able to classify the causes 

and modifying the treatment. However, the TimeLine approach follows two steps to accomplish; basically the data federation 

and organizing the federated data. These two steps are accomplished according to their temporal acquisition. After completing 

these two steps, a customized display is generated to the medical doctor (or user). Combi et al [2] suggested temporal 

abstractions using the visual language. Patient’s historical data are organized according to the consistency of his/her condition. 

After this organization, doctors are able to visually query patient history using basic Boolean operations (AND, OR, and NOT). 

The limitation of this suggestion is that doctors need to add efforts to build a query to extract useful data. A leak of 

constructing good queries (by doctor) will result in poor feedback by the system. Tague et al. [3] proposed an interactive 

visualization for vital signs. Patient’s historical data are presented as trends over time where vital signs are located, and they 

are grouped according predefined periods. System’s user can optimize the visualization by zooming in or zooming out through 

controlling the time span (called lens). The proposed work helps doctor to visualize the vital signs. However, minor signs are 

disappeared in the visual trends which require doctor to zoom in repeatedly till these minors are displayed. 

On the other hand, there is an approach that uses a content-based healthcare record to help simplify the diagnosis [4-8]. 

Toyoda et al. [4, 5] proposed tracking entry system called Sakura-view, which was an order-entry technique to keep tracking 

the order-entry. All medical data are oriented based on order and order-related data about patients. This approach is generally 

used in medical to diagnosis patients by referring to their historical data. However, this type of systems had limitations in 

visualizing (on one hand) vast historical data and (on other hand) low frequent data might be hidden by high frequent data. 

Consequently, the content-based approach forces medical doctors to put extra efforts into understanding the vast data. 

A system for remote patient monitoring has been proposed [9, 10]. Moreover, a personal or self-monitoring system for 
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diabetes patients is available in literature [11]. These systems are promising in healthcare industry but they are missing the 

careful computation of patient data. For instance, in our work, we used the Gower’s similarity method as in [12], which has the 

advantage of truncating the computations of missing portion of the data without affecting the accuracy of the calculations. In 

addition, different weighing algorithms to cluster the data, such as the algorithms mentioned in the methodology section 

(section 3), will definitely have different clustering. 

A diabetes prediction modulation has been proposed to help assist patients and doctors in controlling diabetes condition. 

For example, authors in [13-15] have designed neural network models (NNM) for real-time prediction of patient condition. In 

addition, authors in [16] have suggested the use of Autoregressive (AR) modulation. The benefit of having such modulation of 

patient’s condition will add intelligent guidance to patient’s treatments. Nevertheless, these contributions focused on providing 

self-adjustment of patient’s treatments but not a way of visualizing patient’s historical data. 

To our knowledge, none of the previously mentioned approaches showed concerns over backend computation 

developments, regardless of the flexible computing environment. Diverse historical data about a diabetes patient should be 

processed all at once by different application tools and in the same workspace. In addition, similar works are proposed to 

support medical decisions as in [6-8]. GIDS has the capability of accommodating application tools as services (applications 

ready installed in grid computing repository) and they are on hand to users via the workflow compositor [17-19]. These 

capabilities enable the user to have variety of application tools to assist in the decisions. 

Apparently, a worth to mention that there are several research solutions which focused on the involvement of the backend 

computation developments to improve the services such as in [20, 21]. MammoGrid  [20] is one of the Grid platform solutions 

supporting radiologists to diagnosis cancers with mammography. MammoGrid was based on Service Oriented Architecture 

(SOA) and used the web service communication (SOAP)  [22]. Nevertheless, MammoGrid is not focused to time-based 

visualization. And  [21] is a Grid based platform that utilized the real-time image processing of MRI intra-operatively. The 

focus of this research is to achieve a very short time of image processing and feedback to doctors in the operation surgery, 

therefore a load balancing and fault tolerance were considered in the development. The outcome of this system is useful during 

the operation surgery and it is not related to visualizing patient data. In our work, we tried to adopt the innovation of having 

high performance computing (HPC) such as grid computing, and improve the integration of data with the service oriented 

architecture [22]. It is vital when there are system users (doctors) who has limited computation capabilities device such as 

smart device. Our proposal could off load the heavy computation from smart devices to HPC backend infrastructure. 

To formalize this paper, the following subsections are our motivations, contributions and the structure of this paper. 

A. Motivations 

The health care system for chronic diseases’ patients such as diabetic patients has divers’ potentials areas for developments. 

To name some, any chronic disease has various exams and laboratory tests to analysis, bioinformatics applications to use, 

collaboration between different clinics and clinicians to consider, and timeline displayer to review patient history. These areas 

are wide and they could be developed according to different targeted goals. This would yield in different implementations of 

the same developed area. The vast of data generated from personal examinations (e.g. blood sugar and blood pursuer) and 

clinical examinations (e.g. laboratory tests and cardiology examinations) must be stored, retrieved and analysed. In a chronic 

disease healthcare system, there is high expectation of computation bottleneck when there are huge data. Besides, these 

generated data could be collected based on different periodicals. For example, the blood sugar is monitored daily while HbA1c 

is examined (on an average) every 3 months. Therefore a multi variation analysis is required.  

The complexity will be escalated when medical doctor requires different views of patient’s trends to track any incremental 

development. It is hard to fit all collected data in one single displayer. As a result, a correlation and clustering are required for 

best-fitting the data into single viewer. In the case of remote consultation, doctors who are outside office may use a smaller 

displayer such as the one available on smart phones and tablets, but they will experience computation and visualization 

limitations. 

B. Paper Contributions 

Our proposed solution is a Grid-based workflow system that supports visualizing diabetes patient’s history in an interactive 

mode. The workflow is supported by backend Grid-based Interactive Diabetes System (GIDS) [23, 24]. The system provides a 

problem solving environment (computational environment) to study diabetes patient (and could be extended to any chronic 

disease patients). It collects, processes and displays patient’s data as trends into single displayer. GIDS provide varieties of 

optimized timeline views for patient’s condition. These variations are controlled by an agglomerative clustering algorithm [25-

27]. Ultimately, doctors are able to view results of the data analysis into different scales and can promptly monitor their 

patients. 

Apparently, in this paper, we do not provide how to correlate the relationships between different data type, and we assumed 

them to be available as numerical numbers. For example, results from urines tests, blood sugar tests, Electrocardiograph (ECG) 

tests have different data types, and they must be compared to their references prior engaged them in the analysis. Therefore, we 

assumed that such data conversion must be done prior our system proceed. Currently, we are defining a task for data 
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conversion before GIDS workflow, however, it is under development and not yet tested. 

C. Paper Structure 

The structure of the paper is as follow. In section 2, a background is briefing the diabetic patient’s data. In section 3, the 

methodology of our approach is discussed, where there are two sub sections devoted to similarity calculation methodology and 

clustering algorithms. Sections 4 and 5 are briefing the GIDS and the structure of the workflow structure used in our system. 

Section 6 is the basic evaluation we have performed and finally section 7 is concluding this paper. 

II. BACKGROUND 

Diabetes patient is chronic patient whose daily life style is monitored. Several daily activities must be examined and 

recorded. In addition, incidents such as blurry vision and dizziness must be recorded once they occur. On the other hand, some 

examinations are taken periodically at clinic, such as laboratory tests for Urine, HbA1c and cholesterol [28]. Table 1 lists some 

of these examinations and their descriptions.  

TABLE 1 DIABETES EXAMINATIONS 

Examination Definition Type Unit Levels 

Urine Look for glucose and ketones from breakdown of fat Lab test N/A N/A 

HbA1c 

Monitor how well patients are controlling Blood glucose by 

checking the Haemoglobin A1c in the cell 

Check every 3 months 

Lab test % 

Normal: Less 5.7% 

Pre-diabetes: 5.7%-6.4% 

Diabetes: 6.5% or higher 

Fasting blood 

glucose level 
Check the blood sugar when person is fasting (not eating) Personal test mg/dL 

Normal: 100 -126 mg/dL 

Diabetes: 126 mg/dL or higher 

Oral glucose 

tolerance test 
Check the blood sugar after 2 hours from eating Personal test mg/dL Diabetes: 200 mg/dL or higher 

Random (non-

fasting) blood 

glucose level 

Random time and accompanied by classic diabetes symptoms 

(increased thirst, urination, and fatigue). 

Must be confirmed with a fasting blood glucose level test 

Personal test mg/dL Diabetes: 200 mg/dL or higher 

Blood pressure Check blood pressure Personal test mmHg 
Diabetes: 130/80 mmHg or 

higher 

HDL cholesterol Check High Density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol Lab test mg/dL Diabetes: Less than 40 mg/dL 

LDL cholesterol Check Low Density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol Lab test mg/dL Diabetes: more than 100mg/dL 

Total cholesterol Check cholesterol in blood Lab test mg/dL Diabetes: more than 100mg/dL 

Triglycerides Check Triglycerides in blood Lab test mg/dL Diabetes: more than 150 mg/dL 

Waist 

circumference 
Measure the length of around the waist Personal test Inches 

Diabetes Men: 40 inches or more 

Diabetes Women: 35 inches 

 

Patient’s history is a set of data instances collected from different media. Each instance has many data entities such as 

blood sugar, HbA1c and urine tests. For example, personal blood test such as blood sugar and blood pressure could be recorded 

by patient in a daily base. Moreover, clinical tests such as urine tests, ECG signals and HbA1c tests are taken by specialists in 

different periods (monthly or every three months). The potential challenges in patient’s history are mainly two challenges. First, 

each test has different data type (see Table 1), that made it hard to compare records in different tests without conversion (raw 

data). Second, there are many instances that have missing data entities which are caused by the variation in tests due. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Putting patient’s data into single view using data clustering is meaningless as reported by authors in [29-31]. Therefore, a 

numerical analysis must be applied prior the clustering (or grouping). Patient’s data must be measured in terms of resemblance, 

and then grouped using temporal and agglomeration procedures. The ordination of resemblance patient’s data should be 

considered. Bui et al. [1] claim the use of chronological clustering but they have used the k-mean algorithm which is not 

agglomerative. The K-mean is a partitioning algorithm that takes a set of data as one cluster/group. Then it divides that set into 

subsets according to the similarity (or distance) between entities in the original set. The outcome subsets are repartitioned using 

k-means to generate more subsets while there is no option or procedure to reorganize the subsets into temporal sequences. 

Therefore, there must be a time-based algorithm that assists in clustering patient’s data chronologically.  

As we have reviewed in the previous background section, there are two main challenges in patient’s historical data namely 

multiple data types and missing data entities in data instances. The problem of multiple data types could be solved by 

reformatting and converting data into more standardized forms. For missing data entities, it is possible to find the similarity 

between two instances using adequate similarity calculations. In this paper, we use the data without conversion to find the 

similarity metrics between data instances even if there are missing data entities. To accomplish this procedure, we have to 

define the methodology of finding the similarity between data instances and explain the clustering algorithm used. 

A. Similarity Calculation Method 

Any grouping algorithm must define or specify the similarity methodology used among data. For instance, to decide 
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whether two entities are similar (or having almost similar content), a similarity/distance methodology must be applied to 

evaluate the similarity ratio. In Legendre et al. [25], there are many similarity methodologies with their similarities coefficients. 

Similarity calculation between two objects is sometimes evaluated as distance ratio. The distance ratio is calculated using the 

Euclidean distance or any other mathematical calculations. Then, that distance ratio is subtracted from 1 to yield the similarity 

ratio as in Eq. (1). 

 1S Dnorm   (1) 

Where S is the similarity ratio between 0 and 1, and Dnorm is the normalized distance ratio between 0 and 1. The most 

common distance calculation methods is the Euclidean distance that is a Pythagoras method as in the below Eq. (2). 

 2
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Where D is the Euclidean distance between object x and object y, and each object has n entities. Apparently, the Euclidean 

distance method could possibly lead to inaccurate evaluation of the distance (or similarity) ratio among patient’s historical data 

instances. The following example will illustrate that inaccuracy. 

Example 1: Let us assume there are three data instances among patient’s history namely T1, T2 and T3. At each instance, the 

patient was recording the blood sugar measurements for both “fasting glucose” and “2 hour glucose”. At instances T1 and T3, 

patients have visited the clinic’s laboratory to evaluate the percentage of HbA1c in the blood – particularly in the red blood 

cells. The medical records are listed in Table 2. The question is if we would like to group the intermediate instance T2 to one of 

the remaining two instances (T1 and T3), which instance must T2 be grouped with? Practically, instance T2 is closer to T3 than 

to T1. 

First, we have to evaluate the similarities (or the distances) ratios. According to the Euclidean distance Eq. (2), the distance 

ratios among T1, T2 and T3 are listed in Table 3. And from there, we could theoretically say that the data instance T2 is closer to 

T1 which has lower distance (0.359) than T3 which has higher distance (0.445). Although the HbA1c was not reported in T2 

instance, T2 has blood sugar measurements closer to those reported in T3 instance than to those in T1 instance. Mathematically, 

the differences between instances T2 and T3 are about 2 and 1 mg/dL in fasting glucose and 2-hour glucose respectively. And if 

we compare them to the differences between instances T2 and T1 which were 3 and 4 mg/dL in fasting glucose and 2-hour 

glucose respectively, then it is clear that T2 is closer to T3. 

TABLE 2 EXAMPLE OF THREE DATA INSTANCE (RECORDS) TAKEN FOR DIABETES PATIENT 

Data 

instance 

Blood Sugar 

“fasting glucose” 

(mg/dL) 

Blood Sugar 

“2 hour glucose” 

(mg/dL) 

HbA1c 

(%) 

Ref. 90 125 4.5 

T1 117 137 6.6 

T2 120 646 0 (null) 

T3 611 641 6.5 

TABLE 3 THE EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE RATIO FOR THREE DATA INSTANCE IN EXAMPLE 1 

Data instance T1 T2 T3 

T1 0 9.350 0.661 

T2 9.350 0 9.445 

T3 0.661 9.445 0 

A similarity calculation method proposed by Gower [12] to measure the similarity ratio between two objects with missing 

entities. Gower’s method (S15 as denoted by Legendre et al. in [25]) has the flexibility to ignore the comparison for 

resemblance data with missing portion. That is, if patient’s data in a particular instance does not have all measurements, the 

Gower’s method (S15) could compute the similarity [12] by activating an additional coefficient (called Gower’s coefficient) to 

turn on or off the yielded sub-similarity ratio (or sub-distance ration). The Gower’s coefficient (denoted w) is carrying a value 

of 1 if the entity (in data instance) is existing in both instances, otherwise 0 if the entity is missing (or sometimes null value) in 

both instance or in either of them. The coefficient is then multiplied by the sub-similarity ratio between entities as in the below 

Eq. (3). 
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Where S15 is the similarity calculation proposed by Gower, wi is the coefficient with 0 or 1 value according to the existing 

of entities, and n is number of entities in the data instance records. Finally, S(x,y) is the original similarity methods by the 

Euclidean distance equations (refer to Eqs. 1 and 2). Now, according to Gower’s method, Table 4 is listing similarity ratios 
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computed. Notice that Table 4 is showing two numbers, the one in parentheses are the similarity (S=1-Dnorm) while the other 

number is the distance. From Table 4, we can clearly notice that the distance ratio between the data instance T1 and T2 (0.033) 

are higher than the distance between T2 and T3 (0.015). Therefore, Gower’s method was able to match accurately the similarity 

(or distance) ratio among instances while there are missing portion of the data records. That means T2 and T3 are the right 

instances-pair to be cluster first. 

TABLE 4 THE GOWER SIMILARITY RATIO (IN PARENTHESIS) FOR THREE DATA INSTANCE IN EXAMPLE 1 

Data instance T1 T2 T3 

T1 0 (1) 9.033 (0.967) 0.061 (0.939) 

T2 9.033 (0.967) 0 (1) 9.015 (0.985) 

T3 0.061 (0.939) 9.015 (0.985) 0 (1) 

The challenge of comparing data instances while there are portions of the data missing has been not considered in existing 

works such as those referred in this paper. As we illustrated in the above example 1, Gower’s similarity method is proofing the 

capability of evaluating data instances while portion of the data is missing. For that reason, to visualize a time-based patient’s 

history, we have to consider the challenge that portion of the data could be missing, and consequently we must use methods 

workable with this condition. To address this clearly, if we review the closest instances-pair in Table 3, we find that T1 and T3 

are the closest pair among all combinations (with distance 0.112). However, they must not be the closest as they are the most 

distinct pairs in the table. This ambiguity is handled smoothly be Gower’s method (see Table 4). The distance between T1 and 

T3 (0.061) is the highest among all distances in the table. 

B. Clustering Algorithm 

There are many available clustering algorithms that could do the clustering task for patient’s history. Legendre et al. [25] 

has classified clustering algorithms as hierarchical and non-hierarchical clustering. Moreover, authors further explained the 

partitioning and agglomerative clustering. However, in this subsection, we are focusing our review sole on agglomerative 

clustering algorithms. 

Agglomerative clustering algorithm is a hierarchical grouping algorithm that combines individual objects and sets 

according to similarity measures and grouping threshold (called alpha or α). If there are two individual objects want to 

combine in single set (or grouped), the agglomerative algorithm is simple. The similarity ratio between the two objects are 

calculated and evaluated by the threshold for grouping permission. However, if there are two sets of objects (say set A and B) 

or object (a) and set (B) want to combine, then the similarity ratios are calculated between objects located at set A and objects 

located at set B. similarly, for the object (a) which wants to combine with set B, the similarity ratios are calculated between 

object a and objects located at set B. This example is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1 Two sets A and B (left) or object “a” and set B (right) would be combined if the connections between their pair objects are satisfying the similarity ratio. 

The connectedness between the two sets (or the object and set) is percentage of successful similar pair to the all pair combinations. 

Agglomerative clustering algorithms are three types of algorithms that define the overall similarity between two sets of 

objects (or object and set of objects). These algorithms are namely single linkage [32], complete linkage [33], and 

intermediated linkage and average linkage. 

Single linkage algorithm [32] suggests if there is one pair of objects among objects pair between the two sets A and B (or 

between object a and any object at set B) that satisfy the similarity ratio and the grouping threshold, then these two sets (A and 

B) are permitted to be combined with (or object a is permitted to join set B). This algorithm is a loosely clustering algorithm 

which requires any single link between objects to permit the grouping. Therefore it is not adequate for clustering patient’s 

historical data. 

Complete linkage algorithm [33] suggests that all pairs of objects among the two sets A and B (or all pair between object (a) 

and objects at set B) must satisfy the similarity ratio and the threshold to permit grouping, otherwise they are not permitted to 

group. The complete linkage algorithm is demanding a 100% similarity condition among all clustered objects. This condition is 

much accurate compared to single linkage algorithm, however, in patient’s historical data will have many clustered (subsets) 

data which is difficult to meet this requirement. 

Average linkage algorithm suggests an update to the complete linkage algorithm, which is a 50% of pairs satisfying the 

similarity ratio and grouping threshold will qualify the two sets A and B to combine (or object a to join set B). The average 
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linkage algorithm is enabling another threshold to permit the grouping of objects and sets among data. This threshold is known 

as the connectedness between sets (Co). In this algorithm (average linkage algorithm) the connectedness is 50% while it was 

100% in the complete linkage algorithm and 1/n % in single linkage algorithm (n is the number of pairs among objects). The 

average linkage algorithm is divided further into four methods according to the metric properties of the averaging technic. We 

provided the two naming styles so interested readers could distinguish them in literature. 

 Unweighted arithmetic average clustering or Unweighted Pair-Group Method using Arithmetic averages (UPGMA) [34] 

This algorithm is checking the similarity ratio among objects, and the highest will be grouped. Then, the algorithm 

considered these two objects as one, and the similarity rations between these two objects and the remaining objects will 

be averaged. This will results that two objects will be removed and replaced with a single object, and the similarity ratio 

of this object with any objects will be the average of the two previous similarity ratios. However, if this algorithm is 

keep checking the similarity ration, there could be a chance to find the highest similarity ratio between one (real) object 

and one (re-calculated) object. In this case, the procedure takes place and it means the two objects (real and re-

calculated) will be removed and replaced with new object and the similarity ratio of other objects will be averaged 

without giving a higher weight to the similarity ratio of the re-calculated object (as it is representing two objects). From 

here, we have illustrated the “unweighted arithmetic” and the “average” terms in the algorithm title. 

 Weighted arithmetic average clustering or Weighted Pair-Group Method using Arithmetic averages (WPGMA) [35] 

Similarly, this algorithm is checking the similarity ratio among objects, and the highest will be grouped. Then, the 

algorithm considered these two objects as one, and the similarity rations between these two objects and the remaining 

objects will be averaged. However, if the situation of finding the highest similarity ratio is between one (real) object and 

one (re-calculated) object, then the procedure is as follows. The similarity ratio of other objects will be arithmetically 

averaged by adding a higher weight to the similarity ratio of the re-calculated object (as it is representing two objects). 

The weight is (in this case) the number of the original objects represented by these objects. So, if there is two re-

calculated objects to be grouped, then each similarity ratio would be multiplied by the original number of the 

represented objects. And that is why we have the “weighted” term in algorithm title. 

 Unweighted centroid clustering or Unweighted Pair-Group Method using Centroid (UPGMC) [36, 37] 

The algorithm is similar to the previous UPGMA, however, it differs in the new representing object (after grouping). 

The similarity ratios of the new object are re-computed geometrically to find a centroid location of the new object. And 

accordingly, the similarity ratios are re-produced according to that geometric location. 

 Weighted centroid clustering or Weighted Pair-Group Method using Centroid (WPGMC) [38] 

Lastly but not least, the Weighted Pair-Group Method using Centroid is similar to UPGMC but with enhancement. That 

is related to averaging the similarity ratios of the new centroid object. So instead of calculating the similarity directly, a 

weighing system method (as in WPGMA) is added.  

Among these algorithms, we used the weighted arithmetic average clustering (WPGMA) as our based grouping algorithm 

but other algorithms are useful too and GIDS user can choose among them during the implementation of GIDS workflow. 

In this paper, we combined the similarity method suggested by Gower and the grouping algorithm (WPGMA) proposed by 

Sokal et al., and we followed the chronological cluster algorithm proposed by Legendre et al. [26, 27] to produce the 

visualization of patient’s history. The chronological clustering is a hierarchical clustering that groups resemblance data in an 

agglomerative way. The algorithm is agglomerative (not partitioning) where the data entities are initially individuals. The 

algorithm start by combining the adjacent-in-time entities repeatedly until a threshold (alpha) is reached. The key attractive 

feature of this algorithm is that it has the broad-scale and finer-scale steps, which are used to overview the data and identify 

detailed observations, respectively. The broad- and finer-scale steps in chronological clustering differ from the lens style in [3]. 

IV. GRID-BASED INTERACTIVE DIABETES SYSTEM 

Our previous work in [23, 24] addressed the illustration of the Grid-based Interactive Diabetes System (GIDS). However, 

in this section we will provide basic understanding of the GIDS. GIDS is a web-enabled Grid-based application that uses the 

distributed computing technology to perform bioinformatics analysis application for diabetes disease [23]. GIDS help medical 

doctors and scientists who are interested in finding the relationship between diabetes condition of a patient and his/her lifestyle.  

GIDS is the view optimizer. For example, it can produce several views of patient’s historical information. GIDS frees medical 

doctors from the burden of reviewing patient’s medical records such as those reported by laboratory tests, radiology x-rays 

images (PACS) and cardiology ECG analysis. Putting all these technologies together in single environment and reporting 

intelligently the interesting changes to medical doctor is a challenge. Therefore, based on Legendre, P. et al. chronological 

clustering algorithm [25-27], GIDS helps to display the interesting changes into an understandable chart graphs e.g. blood 

sugar that easily helped in the study [23]. 
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V. WORKFLOW STRUCTURE 

Patient’s history varied on both types and frequencies, and GIDS needs a workflow system to process the study of such 

diversity. Therefore, we constructed a web-enabled workflow initializer that interacts with user (doctors or medical researchers) 

via outlet called output. Fig. 2 is illustrating the complete structure. 

 

Fig. 2 Workflow structure 

A. Initialization Workflow 

The initialization workflow consists of three parallel tasks namely requesting data, correlation policy, and chronological 

policy (or viewer setting). The first task (requesting data) is a simple data acquisition from medical database. Then, it followed 

with basic statistics analysis such as finding the highest distance (or variations) among data. The outcome goes to a similarity 

analyser (in this work we used Gower (S15) as in [12]). However, to do this similarity subtask, a correlation policy is required. 

The correlation policy task is defining which data to be engaged in the similarity calculation. For example, doctor is interested 

in blood sugar measurements to display but he/she requires engaging the variation of blood pressure or cholesterol 

measurements in the analysis of patient’s history. The yield similarity data used by other subtask called the weigh-group 

average (WPGMA) which is a weighing task for grouping data [35]. Finally, the chronological policy is responsible to control 

the agglomerative algorithm parameters, which are the tuners for optimized views. The chronological policy is online 

controller that could be interactively (online) changed by the user and the results will be feedback in short time (depending on 

the backend performance computing system). All data and controls are moving across the workflow in a XML data files. 

Lastly, the key element of having workflow to support the timeline visualization is that interested users who wish to switch 

to different similarity algorithms or clustering methodology are able to replace them. For example, if the Gower’s (S15) 

similarity method is to be replaced by the Euclidean distance, then user could replace the compositor component of Gower in 

the workflow with the Euclidean distance (as long as the output is converted from distance ratios to similarity ratios as in Eq. 

(1). Similarly, the clustering method WPGMA could be replaced with other methods such as WPGMC, UPGMA, Single-

linkage, Complete-linkage, and k-mean (with adequate revised version). 

B. Output 

The web-enabled outlet of our workflow with GIDS is the output. It is the place for user to update the tasks according to 

chronological policy and correlation policy, and visualized the data. However, we enable the view of the outcome from the 

WPGMA subtask, so the user of the system will see the hidden computation happened and adjust the correlation policy 

accordingly. 

VI. EVALUATION 

Our main goal of the evaluation is to examine the system capability of producing different views of patient’s data. 

Therefore, we tested GIDS with a diabetic patient’s data (less than a month data set). We captured the views generated for 

different displays, in particular, tide display, desktop monitor and smart phone display. The goal of this test was to display the 

full history of a patient’s blood sugar into different displayers, and compare the effects of variation to the available display 

limitations.  

A. Test-Bed 
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GIDS is tested in small size computer lab to evaluate its usability and functionality. The lab consists of three physical 

computers each was 3.2 GHz CPU and one laptop used as user’s PC to access GIDS Portal website. GIDS system was installed 

into one computer and Kepler was installed into the same computer. Because there was a need of having multiple of computers 

work as Condor-based Grid resources and Rocks Cluster  [38] was installed into other two computers as one master node and 

one slave node. Three virtual machines were created on top of Rocks Cluster, and each with Condor enabled. 

B. Patient’s  Data 

A diabetes study workspace was created for anonymous patient, who was under supervision for 27 days starting from 1st of 

January, 2010, and a blood sugar test was taken daily. Two adjustments were applied to the study to examine the usability of 

the system to help medical researches. First, a study workspace was created; then an adjustment was applied on the 

Chronological Clustering Algorithm, after which a change was applied to time domain of the supervision period. 

C. Results 

Our solution was able to provide an optimized summery of patient history without hiding major variations. Fig. 3 shows 

three type of diabetes trend for three types of display, namely big screen (such as tide display), normal personal computer (PC) 

monitor and smart device (such as smart phone). Each image shows the same trend of blood sugar and all of them displayed 

the major variation of blood sugar in 18th and 19th of January (192 and 189 mg/dl respectively). However, minor changes are 

hiding in PC monitor and smart phone as they are not possible for human eye to interpret with limited displayer. 

   

(a) 

   

(b) 

   

(c) 

Fig. 3 Different views of patient’s blood sugar measurements: (a) Original data onto big screen or tide displayer; (b) Optimized view for personal computer’s 

displayers or monitor; (c) Optimized view for smart devices with limited displayer such as smart phones 

In this case, if doctor is interested in observing any minor variation in the trend, doctor could further zoom in the trend (not 

the figure) by re-adjusting the interested period. To comply with this need, we examine the functionality of zooming into 

portion of displayed data for better understanding in patient’s condition. Fig. 4 illustrates that the functionality of zooming 

could show minor hiding data variations. I.e. the initial view of PC’s monitor (Fig. 4 top) shows the blood sugar rose up on 

January 5th (140 mg/dl), and then it decreases gradually until January 14th (120 mg/dl where it reaches its initial condition). The 

interested part of the view (in here) is the period started on January 5th and ended on January 14th. After re-adjusting the period 

and with the help of the zooming functionality in the system, we were able to see more details in that period. Further, we have 

noticed that the blood sugar did not rise up once on January 5th (140 mg/dl) but the hidden rising in blood sugar is on Jan. 8th 

and 9th. Using this zooming functionality, doctor will be able to interpret any slight changes in patient’s condition. Currently, 

we are developing this functionality to report these minor changes (as small dots or stars) in the graphical trends. So doctors 

may notice any hidden minor variation of data and if he demands to see the details, the system could visualize them. 
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Fig. 4 A zooming in example to view interested changes in patient’s data between January 5th and 16th 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

The main goal from the GIDS is assisting medical researchers who are interested in studying diabetes disease. GIDS 

enables a broader view of diabetes patient’s condition and predicts the future implication based on current developments in 

some diabetes factors such as blood sugar or fat. GIDS uses the Chronological Clustering Algorithm for analysis diabetes 

records. However, it is expandable to cover any chronic diseases that have similar motivation as the diabetes. Our main future 

work is the migration of the Grid-based computing backend infrastructure to a Mobile Cloud Computing. 
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